
Bulgarian traditional games 

 

There are many games in Bulgaria that are popular with children, but two of them are the 

most fauvorite.  

 

Dodgeball. 

Rules 

The game is played on a field divided by a middle line into two equal fields, by two teams of 

10 players each (the number may vary). One of the players is a captain The draw determines 

which of the teams will start the game (receives the ball) and which of them chooses a field for 

their team. Then each team spreads freely in its field. The captains stand behind the end line of 

the opponent's playing field. At the signal to start the game, the captain of the team entitled to 

the kick-off passes the ball to his teammates from the playing field or tries to hit opposing 

players who run freely around their field. In this way, the captain and his team exchange the 

ball until it is caught by the opposing team, which in turn begins to pass with their captain and 

try to hit the opposing players. The player hit by the ball leaves the field of play. if a team player 

catches the ball when passing between opposing players, this will allow a player from his team 

who has already cleared the field to return to it for play. 

 

 

Two are few, three are many 

Rules 

 

The students line up in two circles and form pairs that face the center of the circle. Two players 

are determined - one who will chase and one who will run away from him. They are outside the 

circlе and they can`t come inside of circle. The one who chases tries to catch the other player 

who runs away. If he manages to touch it, the roles are reversed. However, the persecuted can 

be saved by standing in front of the first participant in any pair. Then the second becomes the 

third and he must start chasing. 


